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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us for this session on evaluating and monitoring coordinated entry systems. My name is Abby Miller, and my colleague Brian Roccapriore and I are going to give an overview of how to approach the required annual evaluation and ongoing monitoring of your coordinated entry implementation. We will also facilitate an interactive activity in the second half of the session that will give you a chance to begin to consider some next steps for wherever you are in your community evaluations and monitoring.



We hope you leave this session with…

● An understanding of HUD requirements and best practices around 
evaluating and monitoring coordinated entry,

● Some examples of coordinated entry evaluation and monitoring currently 
occurring in the field, and

● Ideas on what data you want to collect and analyze to evaluate and monitor 
your own coordinated entry system.

Learning Objectives
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At the end of today’s session, you should have a better understanding of what HUD requires regarding CE evaluation and monitoring, and also what are recommended practices. We’ll also discuss some examples of annual evaluations and regular monitorings that are currently occurring in the field. And as I mentioned before, we’ll finish with giving you a chance to talk with peers about what data you think is important for your own CE evaluation and monitoring.



For this session, we define these terms as:

● Evaluation: an (at least) annual comprehensive analysis of the CoC’s 
coordinated entry system; and

● Monitoring: frequent (e.g., monthly) and regular overview of coordinated 
entry data to allow for tracking of progress and identification of issues.

Is your community evaluating, monitoring, both, or neither?

Evaluation vs. Monitoring
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Let’s start off with a very important distinction: during this presentation, when we talk about evaluation we are referring to an annual comprehensive analysis of the community’s CE. This is something that is required by HUD per the CE notice. Much of what we talk about today will be directly referring to this annual evaluation. Monitoring refers to a more regular overview of CE performance to identify issues and correct as needed. In many communities, this monitoring is a monthly or quarterly part of the duties of the CoC’s coordinated entry committee or another CE policy oversight body.How many folks here have done an annual CE evaluation? What about regular monitoring, who is doing that? How about both?Does anyone have questions about this distinction?



Evaluating and monitoring your coordinated entry is important because:

● It’s a HUD requirement. Coordinated entry notice requires an annual 
evaluation.

● We need to know whether coordinated entry is operating as intended. 
Does our system meet HUD requirements, follow the intended coordinated 
design and our policies and procedures?

● We want to know how to make our system better. Monitoring and 
evaluation allow us to identify our successes and challenges.

Why?
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Why should we evaluate and monitor CE? For starters, the annual evaluation is a requirement listed in the CE notice. But beyond that, we all have spent a lot of time and energy implementing our coordinated entry systems. Don’t we want to make sure they are operating as we intended, and operating well? And given the results of our investigation, we should want to improve our CE, right? It important to note that in our opinion, it is virtually impossible to have a perfectly functioning CE system. There will always be ways to improve performance, and so you need to evaluation your system to know what areas you can improve.Once the CoC has evaluated CE then they are required to have a process by which the evaluation is used to implement updates to existing policies and procedures, once the policies and procedures have been updated than the CoC must ensure that participating providers and other stakeholders are trained on the changes. Evaluation informs a continuous quality improvement cycle. HAVE TO NOTE HERE: Evaluating coordinated entry is not the same thing as evaluating your homeless response system. Coordinated entry is a process that exists at the front-end of your homeless response system; but the two are not the same. The effectiveness of your homeless response system is not the same thing as the effectiveness of your coordinated entry process. The coordinated entry process cannot be responsible for the expected outcomes of your homeless response system. For example: if you are evaluating coordinated entry you should look at the number of referrals made to providers and that the participants referred were eligible. However, coordinated entry should not be held responsible for providers not accepting referrals; unless the coordinated entry process has not worked with the providers to document their eligibility criteria. However, if coordinated entry has documented eligibility criteria and are referring eligible participants AND the provider is still refusing the referral that is not a poor outcome for coordinated entry, the responsibility of accepting appropriate referrals is on the provider. Just like coordinated entry does not create more housing options in your system. Too many communities and community members say well because we’ve implemented coordinated entry we should have more flow through our system and more people should be able to be housed. In one sense that is true; if parts of the system was blocked before coordinated entry, then yes ideally coordinated entry has helped release that blockage. But coordinated entry doesn’t create more housing options (yes, I’m saying that again). If your system does not have enough housing options for all of those prioritized for housing options that is not the fault of coordinated entry. Again, I will say it again - coordinated entry should not be held responsible for the outcomes of your homeless response system.



Evaluations can focus on different aspects of coordinated entry, such as:

● Compliance: evaluates whether the CE process meets HUD’s requirements 
and the CoC’s design.

● Effectiveness: evaluates how effective their CE process is in connecting 
people experiencing homelessness to appropriate referrals.

● Process: evaluates how the CE process has been implemented and whether 
it is currently operating in accordance with the CoC’s established policies 
and procedures.

What approach does your evaluation take?

Approaches
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How should you approach a project with such a wide possible scope as an annual CE evaluation? The Coordinated Entry Management and Data Guide outlines three recommended approaches to a coordinated entry evaluation. A compliance evaluation can start from HUD’s requirements for CE using a resource like the CE Self-Assessment Checklist (which will be updated to include the expectations outlined in the CE Management and Data Guide soon). But the HUD requirements are only a starting point for CE design, a compliance evaluation also has to assess whether CE has it is being implemented is in compliance with the CE policies & procedures and with the initial CE design.An effectiveness evaluation goes beyond compliance to determine who well the CE process is connecting people experiencing homelessness to appropriate referrals. The evaluation plan would include questions about system need, time to referral, referral appropriateness and outcomes. This type of evaluation will often rely on collecting and analyzing administrative data.A process assessment uses quantitative and qualitative data to identify operational issues in access, assessment, prioritization and referral. This type of evaluation can also look at the quality of collaboration and coordination with CE, governance and oversight, and funding and sustainability. You can also combine more than one of these approaches. For example, you might want to look at both the overall effectiveness of your system and whether it is following the CoC’s policies.For those that have completed at least one annual evaluation, which approach did yours take?



Plan should describe:
● Which aspects of the effectiveness of the coordinated entry process will be 

measured
● Which aspects of the coordinated entry process will be evaluated for fidelity 

to local policies and HUD’s coordinated entry requirements
● How data and required stakeholder input will be gathered
● How partners (e.g. ESG or SSVF grantees) will be included in the evaluation 

process to ensure consistency in data and analysis
● How the CoC will (or will not) use evaluation results to inform other aspects 

of system monitoring and planning, including whether the community has 
too much or too little of specific housing and/or service intervention types

Evaluation Plan
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Once you’ve decided what approach you want to take for your annual evaluation, we recommend that you create an evaluation plan to ensure that the overall purpose of the evaluation is tied to the analysis. Consider things like [read slide][After last point] Here is another place to remember that while your CE evaluation can information overall system planning, the results of the evaluation are not a complete reflection of your entire homeless system. As we mentioned earlier, be sure to not confuse coordinated entry with overall system performance.



● Note that the coordinated entry 
management entity cannot 
perform the annual evaluation

● Coordinated Entry Management 
and Data Guide provides 
insights on how to craft an 
evaluation plan and carry out 
the evaluation

Evaluation Plan
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A few other notes on evaluation planning. There are further ideas on how to plan for and carry out an annual evaluation in the CE management and data guide published by HUD in 2018. We mentioned this resource earlier, and it informs much of what we are discussing today. Be sure to read it before doing your evaluation. One important note in that resource: part of the HUD requirement for the annual evaluation is that the CE management entity (the organization that manages day-to-day operations of CE) cannot perform the evaluation. They would essentially be evaluating their own performance in some cases, so HUD wants a more neutral party to perform the evaluation. The CE policy and oversight entity, however, is eligible to perform the evaluation. However, this entity is often a committee so it may not have the capacity to perform the evaluation. Many CoCs look to outside organizations like universities or consultants to perform the evaluation. We have even heard of two separate CoCs performing each other’s evaluations in a sort of trade. Very innovative!

https://www.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/coordinated-entry-management-and-data-guide.pdf


The annual evaluation should rely on multiple sources:

● Participant interviews and focus groups (required)
● Projects participating in coordinated entry (required)
● Call center or intake data
● Screening and/or assessment tools and results
● Policies and procedures and other governance documents
● Observation of the assessment process
● Interviews with key stakeholders
● Cost and resource data
● HMIS data, and/or data from other CE management systems

Data Sources
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We are all here to talk about data, so let’s now dive into the data sources you might use for your annual evaluation. These could be [read slide]. Now let’s walk through each of these in a bit more detail.Participant Interviews and Focus Groups – these are required in the CE Notice, process for gathering this input must be described in the CE Policies & Procedures:Used to gather observations of participant experiences of coordinated entry system, such as:Ease of locating access pointsEfficiency of intake and assessment processesEffectiveness of referralsUseful source of qualitative data not found in any other data sourceCall center or intake data to show frequency that participants attempt to access system and to measure effectiveness of call center processScreening and/or assessment tools and results related to demographics, prioritization determination, and housing and service needs. Can compare to other community data sources (e.g., HMIS, PIT Count, census data) to ensure assessed populations are consistent with larger service populationPolicies and procedures and other governance documentsObservation of the assessment process to determine fidelity to policies and procedures and assessment process trainingsInterviews with key stakeholders including CoC leadership, coordinated entry leadership, key advisors, participating providers (this is required), and non-participating providers. Gather input on system performance and areas for improvement, such as: the reach of system participation, adherence to policies and procedures, quality of collaboration, accuracy and consistency of assessment, quality of referrals, and functioning of the referral process. Consider whether a third-party can facilitate these interviews to get more honest responses. Cost and resource data to determine cost effectiveness of the system.HMIS data, and/or data from other CE management systems  to track information about households served and timelines between phases of coordinated entry. Some examples:Total number of households assessed, referred, and housedTime between assessment and referral, referral and housing, and total time between assessment and housingAssessment score compared to referrals and project entries



Early coordinated entry evaluations:

● Los Angeles
● Seattle/King County
● Dayton/Montgomery County
● Southern Nevada
● Grand Rapids
● San Francisco

Examples: Evaluation
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Here are some examples of Coordinated Entry evaluations that are available online – they are all fairly narrative heavy, so we aren’t going to open them up and read them together. They are all linked, so when you download the presentation you can review them on your own time. You may notice that many of these CoCs hired a third party to conduct their CE assessment – which is great. However, that comes at a cost, and shouldn’t be a limiting factor to any community conducting their own internal assessment of their CE system. 

https://hilton-production.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/11/attachments/CESProcessReport5-18-2015_Final.pdf?1439579289
http://allhomekc.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Focus_Strategies_Final_report.pdf
https://www.mcohio.org/departments/human_services_planning_and_development/homeless_solutions/coordinated_entry_evaluation.php
http://helphopehome.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/7-SN-CE-Eval-Handout.pdf
http://endhomelessnesskent.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Grand-Rapids-CoC-Coordinated-Entry-Evaluation-Report_Final_June-2018-1.pdf
http://hsh.sfgov.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Youth-Coordinated-Entry-Framing-Report-November-2018-FINAL.pdf


Improve Governance:
- Develop CoC-wide written standards and update written policies and 
procedures that document Coordinated Entry is implemented
- Make improvements to the Intake and Comprehensive Assessment Tool

Strengthening System Performance:
- Implement more targeted diversion strategies prior to entry into shelter 
- More fully integrate RRH into the Coordinated Entry process

Evaluation recommendations: Dayton/Montgomery County 
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In the Dayton/Montgomery County assessment, they broke out their recommendations into a few separate categories and ranked their priority level in low/medium/high. Some of the highlights here are that the CoC needs to develop transparent written standards about how their CE in implemented. Another finding is that the comprehensive assessment tool needed some refinements – not necessarily to the tool itself, but to the fidelity of the administration of the tool. The report went on to note that a solid diversion strategy would be most impactful on their overall system performance – and that RRH providers need to be more fully integrated into the CE process – where currently RRH referrals were coming from the agencies administering the program.The full report linked here has a total of 12 recommendations based on the evaluation. 



Improve Access:
- Develop strategies to better inform and promote access for clients in remote 
areas and other populations that utilize coordinated entry at lower rates 
- Ensure staff at all access points are regularly trained on identifying the signs 
of DV so they can more quickly refer survivors to DV-specific providers

Assessment and Prioritization:
- Develop an orientation packet for clients that contains information about 
what to expect and what is expected after the assessment is complete
- Set policy on how to prioritize clients who were assessed using previous 
assessment tools 

Evaluation recommendations: Southern Nevada
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The Southern Nevada recommendations addressed their findings in three groupings:AccessAssessment and PrioritizationReferral and PlacementHighlights on the slide include regular and consistent training for mainstream housing services to identify DV survivors, and when it’s appropriate to refer to their system, and for an overall better marketing campaign to make people aware of CE and how to access it. For the assessment and prioritization piece, the recommendations were to have a better way to set client expectations upon receiving a CE assessment, and what to do with clients who used an older version of their assessment tool.



Examples: 
Monitoring: Connecticut
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This is an example of a CE monitoring report which is focused on regular monitoring and continuous quality improvement. The CoC is generating this monthly and posting publically while also presenting at stakeholder meetings. Data points on this slide are the number of calls into 211 each month, which you can filter for any date range, or by region in the state.The CE system in CT’s front door is 211 – and all calls into the “Housing Crisis” line are tracked.



Examples: 
Monitoring: Connecticut
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Here you can filter the dashboard by a few things – household type, age ranges, gender, and general appointment outcomes of Attended / No Show / Unknown. Selecting any of these will give you each specific regions break out, and allow you to compare outcomes across regions. 



Examples: 
Monitoring: Connecticut
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Here you can see the appointments – and how they are distributed geographically, and by outcome of attended appointments. Here you can select any region or any outcome to see how outcomes differ across the regions. Other dashboards we don’t have time to show today give direct outcome comparisons across regions and over time, and are available at www.ctcandata.org. 



Examples: Monitoring: Southern Nevada
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In this CE monitoring report Southern Nevada is looking at the score range for their assessment tools (adults without children, families, and youth). Additional things you could look at - add in sub-population characteristics (i.e. race, ethnicity, gender) to see if there are differences in score ranges among those characteristics (ex: are blacks categorically scoring lower than whites?).



● Break into three groups around room based on current progress of CE 
evaluation:

Planning In Process Completed / Close to completion
● Each group will discuss: needs, barriers experienced, strategies for getting 

beyond the barriers, and next steps
● Each group has a scribe and a reporter
● Regroup to share reflections for last 5 minutes
● Take photos of final lists to bring home

Activity
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Now we are going to break into groups based on the current progress of your communities CE evaluation – In the planning stage / If the evaluation is in process / or if it is completed or close to completion. We’ll take a few minutes (based on remaining time) and each group will discuss needs, barriers experienced, strategies for getting beyond the barriers, and next stepsMake sure every group has a person who is writing things down, and another that can give a brief report out at the end of the activity.



Evaluate This Session on Your Conference App!
(It takes 5 minutes to complete)
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1) Select the name 
of the session from 

the agenda tab.

2) Select “See 
More” under the 

Overview.

3) Select “SESSION 
SURVEY” under 

Details.

4) Complete the 
Evaluation and 
Select “Done”.

Rate Me!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:We reserved the last 10 minutes of the session for you to complete a session evaluationPlease take time to complete this, as the information will help us refine these sessions for future trainings!We encourage everyone to use the Conference app to complete the evaluationThe evaluation should only take 5 minutes to complete



Contact Information

Abby Miller
Senior Program Specialist

U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development

Abbilyn.M.Miller@hud.gov
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Brian Roccapriore
Senior Analyst

The Cloudburst Group
Brian.Roccapriore@cloudburstgroup.com

203-645-9349

mailto:Abbilyn.M.Miller@hud.gov
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